Abstract. We discuss the nature of non-localisable fields constructed as certain limits of sequences of local fields. For sequences for which the corresponding Wightman functions converge we construct a PCT operator; if the sequences converge strongly ina given Hilbert space then a scattering theory can be constructed for the non-localisable limit field. Such fields are shown to have the same S-operator as any local field which has the defining sequence of local fields in its Borchers class, and has the same in field. We give non-trivial examples of this equivalence between local and non-localisable fields.
Introduction
The problem of describing all relativistic quantum fields corresponding to a given S-matrix has not been yet solved. An important result in this direction was obtained by Borchers [1] in the frame of the (Wightman) axiomatic quantum field theory. According to this result of Borchers, fields are S-equivalent (i.e. correspond to the same S-matrix) if they are relatively local (or weakly relatively local). The relative locality (or the weak relative locality) is a relation of equivalence a m o n g q u a n t u m fields, so that all fields in a Borchers class (i.e. a class of relatively local or weak relatively local fields) are S-equivalent. The converse is not true: a Borchers class does not exhaust all fields with the same S-matrix (see for instance [2] , p. 170) but we do not consider this problem here.
The S-equivalence of relativistic quantum fields was also studied in perturbation theory; we refer the reader to [3] and references quoted there for detailed results.
Roughly speaking the above results (in the axiomatic or in perturbation theory) are k n o w n to physicists in the following form: two fields, one of them being a local function of the other one, have the same S-matrix.
J.G. Taylor and F. Constantinescu:
We will show in this paper that quantum fields can be equivalent also in the "non-local" case. In particular we will show that a local quantum field can be S-equivalent to a non-localizable field. We think that this result can be of some interest because it shows that nonlocalizable fields can have a well-behaved S-matrix which is actually the S-matrix of a local quantum field. Some trivial and non-trivial examples are also given.
The Non-localizable Fields
We will adopt in this paper the Wightman formulation of a local quantum field theory. We will construct non-localizable fields along the general lines given recently by one of us [4] . We remark that there are also other interesting approaches to non-localizable (or non-local) fields [5, 6] or to a scattering theory for non-local fields [7] . We hope to discuss the connexion of the limiting approach [4] to other approaches, especially to [7] , in a separate publication. In [4] we look at nonlocalizable fields as limits of local ones in a topology considered already by Borchers [-8] and Jaffe [9] .
Let S~ and S~(e>0) be spaces of test functions considered by Gelfand and Shilov ([10] , Chapter IV). The test functions in S~ are roughly speaking infinitely differentiabte functions qS(p) vanishing like e -~Ipil/~ for [ p ]~ where lpl is the Euclidean norm of p(pO, p--) and a a positive constant which may depend on qk A natural topology can be put on these test functions as in [10] , Chapter IV. The elements of S ~ are Fourier transforms of the functions in S~. The spaces S~ and S ~ are both nuclear and dense in S (the Schwartz space of infinitely differentiable functions vanishing at infinity, stronger than any polynomial). The set of functions which belong to S~(e > 1) and have compact support is dense in the Schwartz space ~ (infinitely differentiable functions with compact support).
Let us now consider a Wightman-Jaffe For a < 1 the functions in S ~ are analytic, the field A(x) is no longer localizable in a finite region of space-time and local commutativity for these fields cannot be formulated, at least in the usual fashion, Such a behavior of A(x) is generated evidently by a high energy behavior of these fields like e ~IpI1/~ (with ~0 +) (a < 1). We can look
